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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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Hardee’s closing today
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Gloria Leitschuh, a Charleston resident and associate professor in counseling and student development, purchases a large coffee from
cashier Latawnya Knox Tuesday afternoon at Hardee’s restaurant. Knox and all the other employees will be unemployed after the restau-
rant closes permanently tonight.
Damage, low revenues lead to fast food restaurant’s demise
By Amber Williams
City editor
Hardee’s restaurant will close its
doors for the final time today at 8 p.m.
because of poor revenue and damages
to the property.
Joan Fox, manager of Hardee’s, 315
Lincoln Ave., received news from the
Hardee’s corporate office Monday that
the store had to close today because it
was not bringing in enough money.
The building had been destructed
several times in the post-bar rush at 1
a.m., Fox said. Hardee’s could not
afford to pay for the damages that were
done to bathrooms and the drive thru
with the amount of revenue it brought
in, she said.
“We had a lot of destruction. College
students would come in drunk and tear
up the bathrooms and drive thru during
bar rush,” Fox said.
Since Fox was named manager of
Hardee’s on Dec. 6, 2000, she said rev-
enues had gone up but not enough to
keep the restaurant in operation.
Cindy Titus, executive director of
the Charleston Chamber of Commerce,
said Hardee’s is located in a very mar-
ketable area, and she believes the area
should have no trouble with redevelop-
ment.
“I am sorry for Hardee’s and its
employees, but this opens up an oppor-
tunity for new businesses,” Titus said.
Hardee’s neighbor, Harrison’s
Cycling and Fitness, has been for sale
for a while, so this combined area could
be an opportunity for a new retailer to
come into the area, Titus said.
Since the Charleston Hardee’s is not
locally owned, it is difficult for the
managers and employees to control the
fate of the business, Titus said.
Three other Hardee’s restaurants in
Illinois also will close this week, Fox
added.
Airport will
lose flights
next month
By Amber Williams
City editor
The Coles County International Airport will lose its
carrier services to Springfield and Chicago airports on
Feb. 14 because of low ridership.
The Coles County Airport authority held a press
conference Tuesday and said that its carrier, Great
Lakes Aviation, will no longer receive subsidies from
the Department of Transportation and can no longer
service the airport. 
Coles County International has no other carriers and
will not be having any scheduled flights after Feb. 14
unless it picks up another carrier, said Jerry Carter, man-
ager of the airport authority.
It is unlikely that another carrier will come to Coles
County International because of the continuous decline
in ridership, Carter said. If any carrier were to offer ser-
vice to Coles County International, it would have to do
so without subsidies from the U.S. Department of
Transportation.
“This is due to a lack of use for the past several
years,” Carter said.
The Department of Transportation’s essential air ser-
vice program has subsidy eligibility criteria that, when
divided by the annual passengers, must not exceed $200
per person, Carter said. The cost per person in subsidies
for the airport was $350 a year. 
In 2000, there was an average of 1.2 passengers on
each of Great Lakes’ planes, which hold 19 passengers
at a time, Carter said.
The airport authority is currently seeking out other
possibilities for uses of the airport, Carter said, includ-
ing having air freights run for local businesses.
The loss of the carrier will not be too dramatic a loss
for Coles County International because it receives a
majority of its revenue from corporations who use the
airport as well as chartered flights, Carter said.
“Many things happen here that will continue to hap-
pen here, although this is a significant loss,” Carter said.
With the loss of the Great Lakes carrier, the airport
will lose 3.5 percent of its annual flight operations,
Carter said.
The low ridership at Coles County International may
be a result of its proximity to Willard Airport in
Champaign-Urbana, as well as airports in Springfield
and Decatur, a press release from the Department of
Transportation said.
New cable problems get fuzzy reception from students
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor
Students are none too pleased
with problems plaguing the new
campus movie channel, which can
be traced back to the power failure
Buzzard Hall experienced during
winter break as a result of the flood-
ing of the Doudna Fine Arts
Building.
“The loss of power delayed the
installation of the equipment need-
ed to run the movie channel,” said
Bill Schnackel, director of housing
and dining, in an e-mail. “Working
with the contractor, we did every-
thing in our power to get things run-
ning by Sunday, Jan. 8.”
Power outages affected Buzzard
Hall, the Fine Arts Building and
Clinical Services Dec. 23 and Dec.
30.  
Schnackel said besides a few
glitches on Sunday, Jan. 8, the
movie channel (channel 17) worked
moderately well until Sunday.
After that time, students experi-
enced problems such as movies not
playing at the correct times and
movies being cut off in the middle.
The problems the new channel is
enduring are just minor setbacks
until Thursday, he said.
Schnackel said although he and
other workers were not yet trained
on how to properly operate the
movie channel, they attempted to
begin operating the channel any-
way.
“We had to reschedule the train-
ing and thought we could get by
until the training, but obviously, we
did not fully understand the soft-
ware,” he said. “The computer that
controls the movie channel is only
as smart as the persons program-
ming it.”
The channel, HBO’s replace-
ment, has upset some students as it
concludes its second week of movie
showings. Some students were
excited about the channel until it
experienced problems.
Sarah Howe, a freshman ele-
mentary education major, said her
excitement turned to disappoint-
ment when she found the channel
was not showing movies at the
scheduled times.
“The times listed are not cor-
rect,” Howe said. “When I was
recording a movie, it was cut off in
the middle and began showing a
whole different movie. I was really
excited to record ‘Toy Story 2,’ and
then it was just interrupted.”
Beth Irving, a freshman commu-
nication disorders major, also said
she was content with the new chan-
nel initially but said she wanted
HBO back after the channel was
confronted with technical prob-
lems.
“There was nothing wrong with
HBO,” Irving said. “It (the new
channel) is not an improvement
over HBO as far as I’m concerned.
They had all the lovely sitcoms that
everyone liked.”
Irving said she feels cheated by
the university for not making sure
the channel functioned before being
implemented.
“I do not think the movie chan-
nel is adequate enough for the
money we pay,” she said.
Lisa Rutigliano, a sophomore
elementary education major, said
she wished the the channel was
more reliable in terms of starting
movies on their scheduled times.
“I really did like it at first,”
Rutigliano said. “I thought it was
working well the first week.
Nothing has been playing when it’s
supposed to play though now.”
She said her opinion of the chan-
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Disturbing the
peace
n Christopher R. Bielski, 22, of the
2000 block of Eighth St., was cited
at 6:30 p.m. on Jan. 12 for disturb-
ing the peace at the same address.
Purchase of 
alcohol by a minor
n Dustin W. Birch, 19, of Lerna,
was cited at 4:03 a.m. on Jan. 10
for purchase/acceptance of alcohol
by a minor on the 1000 block of
West Hayes St..
Disorderly conduct
n Travis S. Evans, 19, of Douglas
Hall, was cited at 1:19 a.m. on Jan.
12 for disorderly conduct, minor
consumption of alcohol, misrepre-
sentation of age by a minor, and
unlawful use of a driver’s license
on the 1000 block of Woodlawn
Drive.
blotter
police
Senate to consider rates
By Jeremy Pelzer
Student government editor
The Student Senate will vote
tonight on whether to back a bud-
get proposal that would raise room
and board rates for students.
The senate also will vote on rec-
ommendations about waiving a
graduation requirement for stu-
dents doing an internship, define
what a “student fee” is and consid-
er a bylaw change that would
increase the number of office hours
a senate member is required to
keep, said Adam Weyhaupt, speak-
er of the Student Senate.
Last week, the Bond Revenue
Committee finalized a budget pro-
posal to the Board of Trustees con-
cerning housing expenses. Under
the proposal, rates for residence
halls, Greek Court rooms and uni-
versity apartments would rise by
about 3 percent for the 2002 fiscal
year, said Bill Schnackel, director
of housing and dining services.
The proposal also recommends
increasing the cost of campus meal
plans for the next school year by 14
to 16 percent, Schnackel said. 
Schnackel said the rate hikes
were necessary because of infla-
tion, rising food costs, the need to
hire workers to maintain the cam-
pus’ new cable system and a recent
shift by students to less expensive
meal plans.
The proposed budget allocates
money to pay for most housing
expenses, including dining services
and the residence hall newspaper
program. 
This is the first time the senate
will vote on whether to endorse the
budget proposal, Weyhaupt said.  
If approved, the recommenda-
tion would be submitted along with
the proposed budget to the Board
of Trustees on Jan. 22, Weyhaupt
said.
In other business, the senate
will consider a resolution recom-
mending that the Council on
Academic Affairs allow students
who need to complete a summer
internship in order to graduate the
right to walk in the May graduation
ceremony.
Currently, students are only
allowed to walk in the graduation
ceremony if they have six or fewer
credit hours left to complete.
However, many majors require stu-
dents to take a summer internship
worth as many as 12 credit hours
before they can graduate,
Weyhaupt said.
“If it were May, and you were
doing a biology internship in the
summer, you would probably have
to wait until December to gradu-
ate,” Weyhaupt said.
Weyhaupt said he is trying to
move quickly on the proposal, so it
can be passed in time for this
year’s graduation.
Also, the senate will consider a
resolution supporting three recom-
mendations about student fees
made to the Illinois Board of
Higher Education by the IBHE’s
Student Advisory Committee.
The committee has recommend-
ed that the IBHE define what a
“student fee” is, encourage col-
leges and universities to seek the
advice of their student govern-
ments before increasing fees or
enacting new fees and have col-
leges and universities provide an
itemized list of fees on a student’s
bill.
While Illinois schools won’t be
required to follow the three recom-
mendations even if the IBHE pass-
es them, Weyhaupt said the recom-
mendations would be beneficial to
students statewide.
“There are lots of schools that
don’t have these benefits,”
Weyhaupt said.
Eastern already does all three
things the committee has recom-
mended, Weyhaupt said.
n Ed Paschke art work on display in Tarble Arts
Center through Feb. 18.
n 6:30 p.m., African American Studies
Program hosts “Election 2000: Any Lessons for
American Democracy,” Coleman Auditorium.
n 7 p.m., Univeristy Board Potenial committee
presents “Follow Me Home,” Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union Grand Ballroom..
n 9 p.m., University Board Comedy hosts
Mike Siegel, Rathskeller, Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. 
forecast
three-day
Snow32°
27°
Snow/Rain35°
33°
Snow/Rain34°
25°
today
Friday
Thursday
What’s on
tap?
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Literary treasures
Dawn Puetz, a freshman English education major, looks in the periodicals and reserves section of McAfee Library for lit-
erature to perform for the speech tournament at the college of DuPage on Jan. 19 and  20.
Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to spe-
cific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cucds6@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.
FridayThursdayToday
By Kaci Rodgers
Staff writer
Students need to know when to
end a relationship and how to han-
dle a break-up.
“Know when it’s time to end a
relationship,” said Bud Edwards, of
the Counseling Center during his
workshop titled “Breaking up is
hard to do!” in the Effingham Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Tuesday.  
“Discontinuing relationships is
inevitable,” he said. “Having a good
strategy for ending relationships
that have gone bad should be a life
goal.”
The workshop, which 20 people
attended, focused on  how to break
up, the effects of a break-up and
strategies used when breaking up
with a significant other. 
Most of the students in atten-
dance agreed that breaking up in
person is best because it gives more
closure to both people. 
Edwards used many analogies
when discussing break-ups and the
effects they could have on a person.
In referring to how young people
often try to make something out of
a relationship that was never there
or isn’t there anymore, Edwards
said, “If you knew a well was a dry
well, how many times would you
take a bucket out to try to get
water?”
Making a break-up strategy is an
important step in breaking up with a
significant other, Edwards said. 
The first step is to figure out how
to break up with that person in a
graceful manner. Then there is the
recovery process, which involves
rediscovery of oneself and re-estab-
lishing friendships that may have
been lost during the relationship. 
Edwards said he has talked to
several 19 and 20-year olds who are
scared they will never meet anyone
else. 
“With their life expectancy,
they’ve got about 50 or 60 years
left,” he said. “There are billions of
people in the world, and they’re
scared they will never meet anyone
else.”
In the cases where break-ups end
in violence or stalking, Edwards
said to get help as soon as possible.
“Don’t try to handle it yourself,”
he said. “There are places to go and
people to seek help from.”
He said students should seek
counseling from the counseling
center or the campus police if they
are afraid or feel unsafe.
“It’s not martyrdom to put your-
self through physical, emotional or
verbal abuse; it’s poor choices,”
Edwards said.
Students attending the workshop
said it gave them practical advice.
Rachel Harrison, a junior ele-
mentary education major, said,
“I’ve had devastating relationships
in the past, and this workshop has
given me a lot of insight on how to
handle them better in the future.”
Erin Mullins, a freshman com-
munications disorders and sciences
major, said, “The things he said
made a lot of sense, and his lecture
has given me an idea of what to do
in the future.”
Campus
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Work with issues such as; i  i   ;
- Homelessness        - Ex convicts
- Rural poor - The environment
- Inadequate housing   - At-risk youth
$125 will cover: ill :
- Transportation - Housing
- Site fees - Most  meals
- T-shirt
“Small things, done with grll i , i eat love, bring joy and peace”.l , i j .
- Mother Teresa
For more information call 348-0230
Sponsored by:
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor
The Health Education Resource Center and
Health Services will sponsor a week of events
in conjunction with Men’s and Women’s
Health Month.
The first event, a weight lifting clinic, will
be held at 6:15 p.m. Monday in the Student
Recreation Center in the weight lifting area.
“The clinic is for anyone who is wanting to
get more information on weight lifting,” said
Barb DeCausey, a member of the committee
organizing the men’s and women’s health
month events. “You can base your weight lift-
ing workout on how you want to look,” she
said. 
Ken Baker, director of campus recreation,
said the weight-room area will be closed down
for the clinic. Will Biberstein, strength coach,
and his graduate assistant, Heather Fenton will
take center stage to facilitate the clinic, he said. 
DeCausey urged those involved in the
upcoming bodybuilding competition to come
out and participate in the clinic. 
A Diet and Nutrition workshop will be held
at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Stevenson Hall
lounge. Lynn Seick, a nutrition graduate assis-
tant in the Health Education Resource Center,
will facilitate the presentation.
The program will instruct students on what
foods should be included in a daily diet and
what foods should be eaten in moderation or
avoided all together, DeCausey said. 
A workshop on spirituality will be held at 6
p.m. Jan. 24 in the Buzzard Hall Auditorium.
It will be facilitated by Sue Winterhalter,
Health Education Coordinator.
The workshop is titled “Leading a More
Spiritual Life – How to Find Your Spirit” and
will be very interactive, Winterhalter said.
The audience will be asked to do an assess-
ment of their own spirituality to start off the
evening, Winterhalter said.
“Then we will talk about ways that they are
spiritless and ways that they are spiritful,” she
said.
She will then give the audience members a
broad definition of spirituality.
“It’s a really hot topic right now,”
Winterhalter said. 
Oprah and many others are out there today
giving their definitions of spirituality, she said.
Winterhalter will then give audience mem-
bers some spiritual facilitators they can use to
better their spirituality. Two examples would
be prayer and meditation, she said. 
“I want to teach them the most effective
way to pray and meditate,” she said. 
At the end of the evening, audience mem-
bers will be asked to set some goals for their
own spiritual life, Winterhalter said. 
“I will also refer them to some literature
and quotes from people that they can meditate
on. I want them to increase their spiritual
views of themselves,” she said. 
Two workshops will be offered at 7 p.m.
Jan. 25.
The first of those workshops is an informa-
tional workshop on testicular cancer in the
Thomas Hall Lounge. Bryan Callaway, nurse
practitioner at Health Services, will be the
facilitator. 
“I will be talking about the incident rate of
testicular cancer, the symptoms of it, how to
check for it and briefly go over some of its
treatments,” Callaway said. 
The presentation will feature basically
everything anyone would want to know about
testicular cancer, DeCausey said.  
At the same time, a workshop on healthy
relationships, hosted by Linda Anderson, fac-
ulty assistant for the counseling center, will be
held in Pemberton Hall, DeCausey said.
Anderson will be speaking on healthy rela-
tionships, warning signs of things in a rela-
tionship that are bad and emotional and phys-
ical abuse, DeCausey said. 
“We really want to get students out to these
programs to give them general information on
living happier, healthier lives,” DeCausey said. 
She also said she hopes these programs
will help those students who have made new
year’s resolutions such as having better spiri-
tual relationships or those who want to loose
weight. 
Activities to celebrate men’s and women’s health month
Students get advice on ending relationships
Sara Figiel / Photo editor
Bud Edwards from the counseling center conducted a seminar on how to make breaking up easier in the Effingham Room
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Tuesday night. Edwards and Eastern students discussed some of the
various types of feelings people may experience after breaking up with someone, or being broken up with.
Bush presidency has
shaky beginning
On Saturday, our new president
takes office. The idiot boy takes over
for the pervert. George W. Bush begins
his presidency, which will undoubtedly
be littered with catch phrases.
Next week he will no longer be
able to remind us that he is not a, gasp,
“Washington insider.” Bush’s new
catch phrase is that he is a “uniter, not
a divider.” (Sorry, George, but “uniter”
isn’t really a word.)
However, his Cabinet nominations
reveal just the opposite. Bush nominat-
ed several minorities to high-ranking
positions in an attempt to identify with
ethnic groups who didn’t vote for him.
Unfortunately, any cultural unity creat-
ed by Bush’s minority appointments is
being divided by one of Bush’s white
male appointments.
Public scrutiny has revealed attor-
ney general nominee John Ashcroft
may be racially insensitive. Critics
point to Ashcroft’s opposition of affir-
mative actions and school desegrega-
tion while he was attorney general and
governor of Missouri.
If approved, Ashcroft becomes the
leader of an American criminal justice
system already viewed as racially
biased. Ashcroft’s appointment would
only create unity among minority
backlash groups, thus overshadowing
the remainder of Bush’s appointments.
At least Linda Chavez’s incompe-
tence was shocking enough to get rid
of her. However, her nomination does
reveal some of Bush’s shortcomings.
Chavez was against raising the mini-
mum wage. If everyone hired illegal
immigrants like she did, we wouldn’t
need a minimum wage at all.
Chavez represents Republican poli-
cies that are weighted towards the
wealthy. Now Bush is touting his tax
plan as an economy booster. We can
only hope Alan Greenspan will contin-
ue to brush Bush off his turf.
Bush’s cabinet may span the ethnic
spectrum but ultimately, a minority
Republican is still a Republican. It
looks like the next four years will be
good for comedians and bad for the
economy.
Patrick Guinane
junior political science major
Today’s quote
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u a l t 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
Unanimity is almost always an indication of
servitude.
Charles de Remusat
philosopher and political scientist, 1797-1875
If you happen to be walk-ing past the Martin LutherKing Jr. University Uniontonight and are overcome
by the smell of burning rubber,
it could mean one of two
things. Either someone peeled
out of the parking lot, or go
ahead and expect a 9.3 to 9.76
percent increase in your hous-
ing and dining plan for the
2002 school year.
The Student Senate will
vote tonight whether to approve a proposed increase to
room and board rates for fiscal year 2002. The increase to
housing will be about 3 percent, while the meal plans
could jump anywhere between 14.4 and 16.5 percent.
Either way, the total increase is astronomical. 
The other piece of this puzzle is the fact that senate
members were first introduced to the housing and dining
resolution last week, and are going to hear more about it
tonight. Director of Housing Bill Schnackel will be at
tonight’s meeting to try to explain the proposed room and
board rate. The Bond Revenue Committee has been work-
ing on the housing and dining budget for the past several
months, and has told the senate they do not want them to
vote on the issue.
The senate will have to immediately vote on the reso-
lution, whether they understand the intricacies of it or not.
The Bond Revenue Committee, which is not a part of
Student Government, will bring the proposal to the BOT
meeting Monday, regardless of whether the senate has
voted yes or no to it, or even if they have not voted at all.
Where the real problem lies is in the fact that this com-
mittee does not want student input before they go to the
BOT. Why not? Because they are afraid no student will
want an increase that steep.
But what is the senate to do?
Do they vote yes on a proposal
they haven’t had adequate time
to think about, or do they vote
no and send a message to the
board?
Senate members should vote
against the proposal. 
If the senate votes yes, they
will be giving the BOT the
ability to say they had student
representative support for an
outrageously large increase. If they vote no, the proposal
still may be put into action, but the BOT will not be able
to claim that the student body agreed to the increase.
Rushing proposals through the system isn’t the fault of
the senate. There is nothing they can do but vote if they
want to have students’ voices heard on this issue. And
they should be commended for making sure they are able
to vote on such an important issue before it goes to the
BOT.
Next, the senate needs to let the BOT know that stu-
dents don’t like how this situation was handled, let alone
what this increase could mean. A 10 percent increase in
housing and dining is not a drop in the bucket.
The senate needs to be extremely careful that it is
doing what its constituents would want it to do. I don’t
know a single student who wants their meal plan to jump
14 to 16 percent in cost. Think about that when you place
your vote tonight.
Senate should put away rubber stamp
“A 10 percent
increase in 
housing and 
dining is not a
drop in the buck-
et.”Shauna Gustafson
Development director
Your turn
n Shauna Gustafson is a sophomore journalism major and a bi-
monthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail
address is cuslg12@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of
the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cualt2@pen.eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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The rates for housing and dining are on the rise onceagain. Or at least they could be after tonight’s StudentSenate meeting.
The Bond Revenue Committee proposed a rate increase
of 3 percent for housing in residence hall rooms, Greek
Court rooms and University Apartments.
Under the same proposal, it is recommended that the cost
of campus meal plans jump 14 to 16 percent.
The Student Senate is scheduled to vote on the proposals
tonight. If passed, the recommendation will go to Eastern’s
Board of Trustees.
The Bond Revenue Committee submits a budget proposal
to the BOT every year, com-
plete with or without the
support of the Student
Government; this is the first
time the senate will vote on
whether to endorse the entire
budget proposal.
Unfortunately, the Bond Review Committee did not give
senate members the entire budget proposal until Tuesday
night, giving Student Senate 24 hours to look over a serious-
ly important item that they will have to vote for or against.
This in and of itself is a serious flaw in the system.
But before the Student Senate votes on the issue, it
should take everything into consideration and, if the increase
is necessary, then the recommendation should be made.
However, the recommendation to make the increase
should not be made simply because it was placed in the
Student Senate’s lap. The ultimate goal is to make Eastern a
quality university while maintaining relatively low tuition
and fee rates. 
It has been years since the Student Senate has voted to
not raise a fee. The vote itself does not mean much because
it is only a recommendation, but when it goes in front of
BOT with Student Senate saying this is what the students
want, it can carry a lot of weight. 
If the increase is necessary to maintain the quality of
Eastern’s campus, then the recommendation should be
made, but Student Senate should not vote to make the
increase solely because a member of the administration is
telling them it is a necessity.
It is rare that a fee increase does not get passed, so even-
tually the Student Senate will have to start being selective
about the increases it recommends or Eastern will no longer
be able to boast the lowest tuition of any state university.
As the voice of the students, Student Senate has an oblig-
ation to do what is best for the students. If another increase
is what is best, then so be it. But the recommendation should
not be made only because Student Senate members are
afraid to upset any or all members of the administration.
Look before
you leap
Raising rates
Student Senate needs to 
seriously consider rate 
increases before voting on
them.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
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Last night, as you slept, you entered theworld of dreams. This world is some-times magical, at other times hor-
rifying, yet each night you return there
probably four or five times.  Each of
us do this and we cannot stop our-
selves from returning to the dream world
night after night. 
A dream is the recall of mental activity that
has occurred during sleep. Using
polysomnography, sleep can be divided into
stage 1 (sleep onset), stage 2 (light sleep)
and stages 3 and 4 (deep sleep) in the non-
rapid-eye-movement (REM) stages.
Dreaming occurs in all stages of sleep and
depending on how long you sleep depends on
the number of dreams you
will have, said Russell
Gruber, psychology profes-
sor.
The dreams of stages 1 and 2 are simpler,
shorter and have fewer associations than the
dreams of REM sleep.
REM sleep occurs cyclically every 90 min-
utes during the night in association with high
brain activity, rapid spontaneous eye move-
ments and suppressed voluntary motor activi-
ty.
“The longer you sleep the longer the REM
period is and we should use this opportunity
to use our brains,” said Gruber.  
A common dream caused from poor sleep
and diminished daytime performance is called
a nightmare.
Nightmares are vivid and terrifying noctur-
nal episodes in which the dreamer is abruptly
awakened from sleep.  
Typically, the dreamer wakes from REM
sleep and is able to
describe a detailed, asso-
ciative, often bizarre
dream plot.  Usually, the
dreamer has difficulty
returning to sleep.
Gruber says, “we
need more adrena-
line in our lives” in
order to possibly
control night-
mares “because
why else would
we want to scare
ourselves?”
Some researchers believe that dreams have
no function. Others think that
dreams are the nocturnal con-
tinuation of conscious thought
processing during the day or a
reprogramming of the central nervous system
for the next day’s conscious functioning.
Researched evidence suggests that dream-
ing, like most other physiologic events, is
important for learning and memory process-
ing, giving cognitive feedback about a per-
son’s mental functioning and helping a person
adapt to emotional and physical stress.
Remembering your dreams may help you
decode their secret meanings.
If you recall being abandoned in a dream it
means that you feel that you are being left out
or feeling rejected from those around you or
if you abandon something it means that you
are detaching your emotions from someone or
something.
A dream that puts you behind the wheel of
a car cruising along, going somewhere could
be interpreted that a journey is in the future,
but if the car is out of control it translates as
you not being in control of responsibilities or
of yourself.
Experiencing a death in a dream does not
signify your death or that of someone you
know. It simply means that you need to remove
yourself from a situation, emotions or circum-
stances.
Falling or rapidly descending off or from
something signifies a fear of a loss of control
or of something material.
Dreaming of being
on an island suggests
you may seek refuge
away from a life situa-
tion.  You feel displaced
and isolated from every-
thing.
Kissing someone you
like and want in a
dream is a wish ful-
fillment. If the person
you are kissing is faceless
your basic desire of wanting
to kiss someone is being met.
If you dream of money no mat-
ter if you win it or find it it symbolizes an easy
financial situation.  It also may be a precogni-
tive signal, so keep your eyes open.
Dreaming of love and if it involves your
mate it expresses your sole pleasure for them,
but if you dream about loving an ex-mate you
still want, the dream intends to help you feel
better. Loving your ex mate you don’t want
means it is time to over come your negative
emotions against them.
School is probably the last place you want
to be dreaming about, but it sug-
gests a place where you can work
out situations with a feeling of
being on familiar ground, a con-
trollable situation.
Being naked in a dream suggests you are
not prepared for something.
If you feel that you are sink-
ing in a dream is defines a sense
of losing the battle to provoke
one to fight on.
Seeing a window intends for you to focus
on a particular subject.
Watching an argument between others in
a dream indicates your recognizing a conflict
between events or people. If the argument
involves yourself the dream it is trying to tell
you to rectify conflict or make up for things
left unsaid.
Rain in a dream symbolizes that you are
trying to overcome an emotional issue with
someone or something.
Facing a fork in the road means it is time to
make a decision about a life direction or other
choices.
Dreaming of being on top of a hill suggests
you have achieved an objective  and are feel-
ing satisfied, but if you are below a hill it
instructs that you need more energy to resolve
a situation.
If you are injured in a dream you may have
been offended or emotionally hurt and in
some cases if you inflict injury it is a signal
that you are doing the same to another per-
son.
Hearing your name implies that one
from the spiritual world is touching
in with you and also makes you
aware of your uniqueness.     
Taking a swim in a dream signi-
fies that you are at peace and
comfortable with your emotions
and that things are under control.
Experiencing unfaithfulness in
a dream about your mate suggests
a suspicion is deserved or undeserved and if
the unfaithful one is you it translates that you
have a desire.
Being attacked in a dream expresses that
you haven’t addressed a conflicting situation,
but if you are doing the attacking then it rep-
resents that you are fighting back from an
injury or offense committed against you.
Flying like Peter Pan in your dream signi-
fies that all things are possible.
Dreaming of the ocean represents a deep
foundation of your spiritualness.
Having a baby in a dream symbolizes your
desire for one and that you may be pregnant or
the dream itself is giving you what you want
so you don’t feel the wanting.
If you dream of having sex it satisfies a nat-
ural desire when sex is absent in waking life.
If the dream involves someone you like pla-
tonically it means that you are affirming a
close relationship and if you dream of having
sex with someone you do not like it could be
time to moderate those negative feelings you
have about them. Having sex with the same
sex in a dream suggests you are dealing
with your male/female counterpart and the
part you don’t like about yourself.
Everyone dreams about different things
and hopefully some of these translations will
assist you with your dream decoding because
by the end of our lifetime we will have around
“150, 000 dreams or a total of five to six years
worth of dreams,” said Gruber.
For more information about dreams and
their meanings www.avcweb.com,
www.newagedirectory.com and www.find-
articles.com can provide additional infor-
mation.
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Dream a little dream with me
What exactly do your dreams mean?
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Job Opportunities available 24/7 at your fingertips!!  Professional dress optional!
VIRTUAL JOB FAIR
FEBRU A RY 19 - MARCH 2, 2001
If you’re reading this...
so are they.
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Drop in at 
715 Grant St.
#101
2-4 pm M,W,Th
2-3 pm T
Q u e s t i o n s  c a l l
Lindsey 348-1479
or Ladonna 367-2009
2 0 0 1
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
(located across from the Union on 7th St.)
NOW LEASING FOR FALL
* 1,2 & 3 BEDRM *  CENTRAL AC
FURNISHED UNITS *  BALCONIES
*  FREE PARKING *  LAUNDRY
* FREE TRASH *  DISHWASHERS
*  1 SPRING 2001 LEASES AVAILABLE
Open House Jan. 20 from 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Sigma Sigma Sigma
Would like to invite all interested ladies to our
Spring Interest Meeting
Wednesday, January 17
In the Tri Sigma Chapter Room
7:00 p.m.
For rides or more info call Brandi @581- 8153
**WEDNESDAY**
Ladies Cut Prime Rib..........7.95
Walleye Platter....................4.50
Broccoli Chicken Alfredo.....7.95
Drink Special
Canadian Club Mixers.........2.00
235-1455
516 Piatt Mattoon, IL
LADIES NIGHT
Visit us at stusonline.com
$1.00 Rail Drinks
$1.00 Shot Specials
UB Human Potential Committee
Presents
“ F O L L O W M E H O M E ”
“ F O L L O W M E HOME” is a defiant,
humorous, poetic tale exploring race and
identity in America
Starring Alfre Woodard 
and Benjamin Pratt
Movie & Lecture Presentation
with Guest Lecturer
PETER BRATT
Thursday, January 18, 2001
$2.00 General Public
Free for EIU students with ID
Written and Directed by PETER BRATT
Faculty Senate modifies
online recommendations
By Joseph Ryan
Administration Editor
The Faculty Senate Tuesday
appointed four senate members to
two search committees and modi-
fied the recommendations involv-
ing online courses.
Senate member Bailey Young,
professor of history, and senate
member Norman Greer, professor
of speech communication were
appointed to the search committee
for director of Greek life.
In addition, senate member
Mori Toosi, professor in the
school of technology, and senate
recorder Charles Eberly, profes-
sor of counseling and student
development  were appointed to
the search committee for the
director of university housing and
dinning services. 
The senate also modified the
13 tentative recommendations
that are a result of faculty discus-
sion on online courses at the sen-
ate’s Nov. 7 Faculty Fall Forum. 
“We would send these recom-
mendations to the president, vice
presidents, the council on acade-
mic affairs and other involved
campus groups,” said Senate
Chair James Tidwell. 
Senate member John Best, pro-
fessor of psychology, said they
are essentially policy recommen-
dations. 
The Faculty Fall Forum was
convened to discuss Eastern’s
mission in an online world and
break out sessions were formed
with faculty members to discuss
technology support, assessment
of online courses and the role of
technology in the Eastern mis-
sion. 
Tidwell said he will put the
modified recommendations into
form and then present them to the
Faculty Senate’s next meeting for
approval.
In other business, the senate
discussed the electronic grade
book committee which has decid-
ed to find a way for faculty mem-
bers to turn in grades directly
online.
Senate member French Fraker,
professor of counseling and stu-
dent development, said the actual
decision date as to what program
to use may be up to a year off, but
the committee is interested in
hearing faculty concerns and
objections.
Also, Best said the deadline for
applications for the position of
vice president of academic affairs
has come and there are approxi-
mately 40 applications in.
“A meeting will be held in
early February to get the applica-
tions down to 12 and then the
search committee members will
contact references to get the num-
ber down to eight,” Best said.
He said the committee hopes
to have five “finalists” down to
visit the campus for the two
weeks after spring break.  
By Amber Williams
City editor
The Charleston City Council
Tuesday approved a resolution to
loan Ken Diepholz Chevrolet
$150,000 through the community
development and assistance pro-
gram.
With the loan program,
Charleston is able to ask the state
for money to loan to local busi-
nesses, and the business pays the
money back to Charleston at a low
interest rate. The city of
Charleston can keep the money to
put into a revolving fund to loan
back to other businesses, said
Mayor Dan Cougill.
Ken Diepholz Chevrolet must
use the loan for capital improve-
ments, such as a new building or
increased floor space; it cannot be
used for inventory or employees,
said council member Larry
Rennels. 
In deciding which businesses
can receive a loan, the city choos-
es businesses that can bring new
jobs to the area and improve rev-
enue for the city.
“What the city looks for is how
many jobs will be created and
what the tax base will be for the
city,” Cougill said.
Ken Diepholz Chevrolet will
pay 3.5 percent interest on the
loan, and the state of Illinois
enforces how they use the funds
from the loan.
The council also approved clos-
ing Railroad Avenue between
Eighth and Ninth streets to keep
traffic away from Jefferson School
and leave that area for a larger play
area for the children.
“We will continue to move traf-
fic away from children,” Cougill
said.
The local engineering firm of
Bernardin, Lochmueller and
Associates was approved to do a
$29,500 renovation of Garfield
Street between Ninth and Twelfth
streets. 
Beginning mid-May, the firm
will begin construction on the ren-
ovations of curbs and the gutters
on the street, Cougill said.
In other business, City Manager
Bill Riebe was approved to begin
the search for a new assistant chief
of police along with Police Chief
Ted Ghibellini. In the past, this
appointment was made by the
police and fire board, Cougill said.
The council also approved the
use of motor fuel taxes for side-
walk improvements along Illinois
Route 130 North and South as well
as improvements to Lincoln
Avenue. 
City Council approves resolution
to help a community business
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Affordable... do the math
$725 per month for 12 months equals
$188 each for 4 persons
$250.66 each for 3 persons
wow, the luxury life.
no dishwashing or laundromats
more time Playstation
a group of 3 or 4 friends...
345-4489 for appointment
Jim Wood, broker
Independently owned and operated
looking for an apartment...
wanting lots of room, a/c, 2 1/2
baths, dishwasher,
washer/dryer, a deck...
BRITTANY RIDGE
TOWNHOUSES
345-4743
3 W Lincoln Ave
EVERY DAY!
1 Large 1 Topping
$5.99
Hot & Ready Wednesday
1 Medium Pepperoni
Pizza
$3.99
Great Carry Out Specials!!
SEE THE DIFFERENCE...
ADVERTISE WITH
The Daily Eastern News
ADVERTIISE!!
nel turned even more negative when
a movie she was in the middle of
viewing was interrupted and a dif-
ferent movie began playing.
Schnackel said the channel will
get its kinks worked out as it  makes
improvements in quality, but he also
understands how upset some stu-
dents are with the movie channel.
“Be patient,” he said. “This is a
very complex system. Our training
was delayed for reasons outside of
our control and the control of the
contractor.”
After the company installed the
new cable equipment for the chan-
nel, the workers anticipated prob-
lems with the system, he said. 
“The biggest problem we have
been dealing with during (the) start-
up is assisting students with repro-
gramming their television sets to
pick up the new cable line-up,”
Schnackel said.
Students still utilizing the old
cable system, which includes HBO,
can expect the system to be discon-
tinued by the end of January, he said.
“I think we are very fortunate
that the contractor installing the new
system was able to negotiate to keep
the old system running until the new
system was fully operational,”
Schnackel said.
At this time, Eastern has no plans
to remove the cable cords in stu-
dents’ rooms that hook them up to
the old system, he said.
Cable
from Page 1
Nearly 90% of appealed
financial aid reinstated
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor
About 88 percent of students
notified they had lost their financial
aid because of low grade point aver-
ages got it back through an appeals
process. 
The financial aids office recently
released several figures regarding
the appeals situation of those stu-
dents who received federal or state
aid and failed to stay above a 2.0
grade point average.
Jone Zieren, director of financial
aid, said as of the end of last week
the office had sent about 375 letters
to students informing them that they
were in danger of having their aid
cut off.
“We had 108 appeals in response
to the letters,” Zieren said. “Eighty-
eight percent of the appeals were
approved.”
She said 7 percent were denied,
and a mere 5 percent of the appeals
were dismissed or were filed for no
reason. Some students obviously
were confused about whether or not
to file an appeal, Zieren said. 
“The 5 percent were dismissed
for miscellaneous reasons,” she said.
Zieren said the office still has
appeals coming in at the present
time.
“We have had about 30 appeals
come in this week so far,” Zieren
said. “The committee is still looking
at them.”
Night owls who like independence
and responsibility may wish to
take this opportunity to earn
money. Now hiring Mid-8am shift
to work with adults with develop-
mental disabilities in a group
home setting. Paid training pro-
vided. Apply in person at Tull
House, 1911 18th St.,
Charleston; 345-3552.
_______________________1/17
Part-time customer service and
deliver person. Between hours 8
am to 5 pm. Monday - Friday.
Apply in person. County Office
Products. 406 6th St.
_______________________1/19
Eastern’s Health Service/Health
Education Resource Center is
currently accepting applications
for the Student Worker -
Newsletter Author/Publicist posi-
tion. Responsibilities include:
Write newsletter articles pertain-
ing to college health issues,
health service services and pro-
grams, develop ads promoting
health service programs and ser-
vices, develop layout of newsletter
using Adobe Pagemaker/ Quark
Express. For more information
contact Eric Davidson at 581-
3912 or csesd@eiu.edu
_______________________1/19
DELIVERY, DELIVERY, DELIV-
ERY, DELIVERY
JOEY’S, JOEY’S, JOEY’S,
JOEY’S
ALL DAY, ALL DAY, ALL DAY-
EVERYDAY
345-2466, 345-2466, 345-2466
_______________________1/23
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for painting class
for Spring 2001 semester and
weekend drawing sessions. To
apply, come to the Art Office, Fine
Arts 216.
_______________________1/23
Charleston Dairy Queen looking
for students who are available for
lunch hours M-F Apply at 20 State
St.
_______________________1/25
Money problems?  We can help.
No up front fees. Call toll-free- 1-
866-605-3501.
________________________2/9
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS. HIRING FOR 2ND
SEMESTER- PROOF READ-
ERS/COPY SETTERS. MUST
POSSESS COMMAND OF ENG-
LISH LANGUAGE, EXPERIENCE
WITH QUARK AND/OR PAGE-
MAKER A PLUS. APPLY AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION-
689 CASTLE DR.,
CHARLESTON. FOR DIREC-
TIONS CALL 345-9194.
_______________________1/31
NOW HIRING PART-TIME AND
FULL TIME POSITIONS, SEEK-
ING CANDIDATES FOR ORDER
ENTRY. STRONG KEYBOARD-
ING SKILLS A PLUS. MUST
POSSESS EXCELLENT COM-
MUNICATION SKILLS AND
EXPERIENCE WITH PHONE
SALES HELPFUL. APPLY AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION
689 CASTLE DR.,
CHARLESTON. FOR DIREC-
TIONS CALL 345-9194.
_______________________1/31
Brian’s Place Help Wanted. Part
time doorman and waitress.
Apply in person 
21st and Broadway, Mattoon.
234-4151.
________________________01
The Regional Director is responsi-
ble for leadership and coordina-
tion in  the planning, execution,
and evaluation of University of
Illinois Extension programs in
Southern Illinois, and for the
administrative management of all
personnel and field operations
within that administrative area.
The Regional Director, housed in
Mt. Vernon, Illinois, reports to the
Associate Dean for Extension and
Outreach and works closely with
members of the Administrative
Staff.
Required qualifications include an
earned doctorate degree in a field
related to the responsibilities of
the position and five years of pro-
fessional experience in a field
closely related to Extension edu-
cation. Candidates who can
demonstrate substantial progress
toward the completion of the doc-
torate degree will be considered.
Desired qualifications include five
years of Extension experience,
demonstrated ability to work
effectively with the Extension
staff, volunteers, and members of
county governing bodies, as well
as civic, business, and profession-
al organizations.
Salary is negotiable. To ensure
full consideration, application for
this full-time academic profession-
al position should be received by
February 2, 2001. The position
will be available as soon as possi-
ble after the closing date.
John C. van Es, Chair
Search Committee
University of Illinois Extension
214 Mumford Hall
1301 W. Gregory Drive
Urbana, IL  61801
Telephone: 217-333-9025
e-van1@uiuc.edu
Additional information on this
position is posted  at www.exten-
sion.uiuc.edu   
The University of Illinois is an
Affirmative Action/ Equal
Opportunity Employer.
________________________01
Attention Playstation 2 for sale.
Minimum bid $400. Highest bid
wins. Still in box. Ask for Mark.
348-5335
_______________________1/22
REFRIGERATOR. GE 3.7 cu/ft.
Like new. $140. call 345-6917
_______________________1/22
Attention Playstation 2 for sale.
Minimum bid $400. Highest bid
wins. Still in box. Ask for Mark.
348-5335
_______________________1/22
REFRIGERATOR. GE 3.7 cu/ft.
Like new. $140. call 345-6917
_______________________1/22
Roommate needed ASAP. Own
room, $230 month & utilities,
across campus. Call 348-9354,
leave message.
_______________________1/19
2 bedroom townhouse apartment
furnished. SUBLEASE AVAIL-
ABLE NOW. 2 blocks from cam-
pus. 258-5991
_______________________1/19
Spring 2001-Male sublessor
needed for 3 bedroom duplex,
next to Lantz. Fully furnished.
348-0157 or call 348-0116.
_______________________1/23
Room for rent available immedi-
ately. Close to campus.
Washer/Dryer. Ask for Melissa
345-8858
_______________________1/23
Sublessor needed for Spring
semester. Close to campus,
$185/month. Call 708-309-7601
for info.
_______________________1/26
Female sublessors needed for
Summer 2001. 3 bedroom/2 bath.
Nice house. Close to campus.
Rent negotiable. 345-3397
_______________________1/26
SUBLESSOR NEEDED! SUM-
MER 2001. Own room in fur-
nished townhouse Clean. Cheap.
Close to campus! 345-0974
_______________________1/31
One or two sublessors needed for
Spring 2001. Inexpensive, fur-
nished two bedroom apartment.
Call Dan at 348-6606.
________________________2/2
Sublessor needed Spring
Semester ‘01. Own bedroom..
Across from Morton Park. Male or
Female. $200 Call 345-0849.
_______________________2/13
JUST SPENCE’S 1148 6TH
STREET. GREAT VINTAGE SALE!!
OPEN TUESDAY THROUGH SAT-
URDAY 1-5PM. 345-1469.
________________________1/18  
McHUGH’S Evening Special this
week FREE!  MEDIUM FRIES with
any sandwich purchase (Limit 4).
________________________1/18
McHUGH’S Great student deals
are available everyday. Like a 1/4 lb
cheeseburger with fries and a drink
for only $2.82!  Lots of other spe-
cials...stop by today!  Lincoln &
Division, Charleston.
________________________1/18
SPRING BREAK 2001!  Cancun
and Bahamas, Eat, Drink, Travel for
free. Wanted Campus Reps!  Call
USA SPRING BREAK, Toll free 1-
877-460-6077 for trip information
and rates. 25 continuous years of
student travel!!!  www.usaspring-
break.com
_________________________2/9
Spring Break- Panama City,
Daytona, South Beach Florida.
Best parties, hotels, & condos.
Lowest prices!  www.myspring-
break.net  800-575-2026
________________________2/28
TheWomen of Delta Zeta wish
everyone a great semester.
________________________1/17
Congratulations to Kelli, Kristen,
Lori, Sara, Melissa and Nicole on
getting px. Love, Your Delta Zee sis-
ters.
________________________1/17
Christine Pedersen of Delta Zeta-
Congratulations on Order of
Omega. Love, Your Delta Zeta
Sisters.
________________________1/17
Stefanie Bolling and Christine
Pedersen, Congratulations on
receiving Rho Lamba. Love, Your
Delta Zee Sisters
________________________1/17
WANTED PEOPLE THAT WANT
TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
HOMECOMING APPLICATIONS
ARE AVALIBLE IN THE STUDENT
ACTIVITY CENTER IN THE
UNION.
________________________1/17
Classifiedadvertising
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON.  1st Mandatory Meeting of 2001
will be Thursday, January 18th at 6pm in 1103 Buzzard.
Exec Board will meet at 5:30 in the TMC.  
PHI ALPHA ETA.  Meeting tonight at 6pm in the Kansas
room.  Exec Board meeting will begin at 5:30pm sharp.  
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION.  Social
event/potluck dinner 1/17/01 at 7:00pm in the Cultural
Center (across from Blair Hall).  Any interested members
please attend.  Bring something for the dinner and a friend!
Get ready for a new semester with a new exec board.  All
are welcome.  
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE.  Wednesday Night Bible
Study is tonight at 7pm in the Campus Christian House.  
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA  Business meeting at 5:30 pm in
the Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Union on 1/17/01.
CampusClips
For rent
Roommates
Sublessors
Personals
the daily eastern news
advertise with 
HEY YOU LOOK
ACROSS
1 Starts of card
games
6 Tree in Miami
10 “Dear” advice-
giver
14 Sing the praises
of
15 Pavarotti piece
16 Ripsnorter
17 Distasteful dose
19 Catchall abbr.
20 Hogs’ home
21 Checked out
22 Hate with a pas-
sion
24 Practice in the
ring
25 Wipe out
26 Irish capital
29 Partridge’s
perch, in song
32 Refrigerator gas
33 ___ and all
34 Undergrad
degrees: Abbr.
35 Lo-cal
36 Actress Day
37 College
entrance exams
38 Play a role
39 Cole Porter title
city
40 Actress Roberts
41 Deep-sea
diver’s distress
43 Not innocent
44 Cox of “Total
Recall”
45 Cartoonist
Walker
46 ___-on-the-spot
48 Walkman maker
49 Food additive
52 The “A” of
Chester A.
Arthur
53 Part of a break-
fast stack
56 Two-thirds of
the Belmont
Stakes
57 Cousin of the
bassoon
58 Computer chip
maker
59 Hardly hard
60 Small boat
61 Goes at like a
beaver
DOWN
1 Young socialites
2 Way out
3 Bar member:
Abbr.
4 Realtor’s unit
5 Catch some
extra Z’s
6 Tribune or Post
7 Dry as a bone
8 Diamond ___
9 Shopping center
habitués
10 N.Y. Yankees
div.
11 Turkey type
12 Ho-hum
13 Season to be
jolly
18 Meg of
“Sleepless in
Seattle”
23 Boat propellers
24 Gin flavor
25 Spine-tingling
26 C sharp
27 “Vega$” star
Robert
28 Spouse, jokingly
29 Peels
30 1984 Weird Al
Yankovic hit
31 Piece in
Harper’s
33 Long-winded
36 Irish lad of song
37 Legal action
39 Quaker William
40 Patch up, in a
way
42 Hat tied under
the chin
43 Used up
45 Roadside
stopover
46 Photocopier
problems
47 Mishmash
48 Stash away
49 Spy ___ Hari
50 Slant unfairly
51 Toothpaste
types
54 Lawyers’ org.
55 Larry King
employer
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Puzzle by Nancy Salomon and Marjorie BergH O W D E D O A S P E C T S
I N H A L E R S T A N L E Y
G L O R I A S P E R S I A N
H E P T A D L E A D U P T O
T A P E B R A N D R A I D
O V E R S E E R S F I R M A
P E R H A N K M A N T E L
D E T E S T I N G
S I G I L S P E N N B A M
K N O P F R U N N Y M E D E
I D E S P E R S E A D O S
M I S T R E S S S A Y E R S
M A F I O S O S O M A L I A
E N A C T O R A T O N I N G
D A R K E S T P A S S A G E
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22 23
24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31
32 33 34
35 36 37
38 39 40
41 42 43
44 45
46 47 48 49 50 51
52 53 54 55
56 57 58
59 60 61
ILLINOIS TEACHER  CERTIFICATION EXAMS
All applicants for Illinois teaching certificates (or administrative or school
service personnel certificates) must pass the Illinois Certification Tests
before being issued a certificate. Each applicant must pass the ICTS
Basic Skills Test and the appropriate subject-matter knowledge test(s).
It is suggested that the Basic Skills Test be taken early in one’s college
career and the subject-matter test(s) be taken after the completion of all
or most of the courses in one’s major. Since these tests are given only
four times each year, interested individuals should be aware of the
dates and deadlines listed below. Anyone having questions concerning
these exams, or needing to pick up registration forms, study guides or
needing assistance may contact the College of Education and
Professional Studies in Room 1420 Buzzard Hall.
REGISTRATION           SCORE REPORT
TEST DATE DEADLINE DATE
April 7, 2001              Feb. 23, 2001                May 8, 001
July 7, 2001 May 25, 2001 August 17, 2001
—Dr. Douglas Bower, Associate Dean College of Education and
Professional Studies
Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
DOONESBURY GARY TRUDEAUOfficialnotices
Official notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning notices should be directed to the originator.
Advertise.
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OVC News & Notes
Men’s basketball standings
OVC Overall
Tennessee Tech 4-0 8-5
Austin Peay 4-1 13-4
Murray State 2-1 7-7
Eastern Illinois 3-2 10-6
Southeast Missouri    2-3 10-6
Morehead State 1-2 7-7
Tennessee-Martin 1-3 5-8
Tennessee-State 1-3 4-12
Eastern Kentucky 0-3 6-7
Thursday’s games
Tennessee-Tech at Austin Peay, 7:30 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky at Tennessee-Martin, 7:30 p.m.
Morehead State at Murray State, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday’s games
Morehead State at Tennessee-Martin, 6 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky at Murray State, 7 p.m.
Southeast Missouri at Eastern Illinois,7:10 p.m.
Tennessee-Tech at Tennessee State, 7:30 p.m.
Last week’s results
1/15/01
Tennessee-Martin 76, Austin Peay 74
1/13/01
Morehead State 90, Tennessee State 73
Austin Peay 81, Eastern Kentucky 73
Eastern Illinois 79, Murray State 63
Southeast Missouri 60, Tennessee-Martin 49
1/11/01
Austin Peay 90, Morehead 75
Tennessee State 95, Eastern Kentucky 80
Eastern Illinois 80,Tennessee-Martin 68
Tennessee-Tech 70, Chattanooga 60
Women’s basketball standings
OVC Overall
Tennessee Tech 4-0 11-4
Southeast Missouri 4-1 9-6
Eastern Kentucky 2-1 10-4
Tennessee-Martin 2-1 7-5
Austin Peay 3-2 7-9
Tennessee State 2-3 4-10
Murray State 2-3 4-12
Morehead State 0-3 4-10
Eastern Illinois 0-5 4-12
Thursday’s games
Tennessee Tech at Austin Peay, 5:30 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky at Tennessee-Martin, 5:30 p.m.
Morehead State at Murray State, 5:30 p.m.
Saturday’s games
Morehead State at Tennessee-Martin, 4 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky at Murray State, 4:45 p.m.
Southeast Missouri at Eastern Illinois,5:15 p.m.
Tennessee Tech at Tennessee State, 5:30 p.m.
This week’s results
1/16/01 
Tennessee Tech 69. Eastern Illinois 55
Last week’s results
1/13/01
Eastern Kentucky 92, Austin Peay 77
Tennessee State 94, Morehead 90 (2OT)
Murray State 65, Eastern Illinois 64
Southeast Missouri 79, Tennessee-Martin, 66
1/11/01
Austin Peay 82, Morehead State 68
Southeast Missouri 74, Murray State 66
Eastern Kentucky 107, Tennessee State 96
Tennessee-Martin 75, Eastern Illinois 62
Domercant,Williams
named Players of Week
EKU, UTM claim OVC
Player of Week honors
Eastern’s Henry Domercant was
named Ohio Valley Conference Player of
the Week for the second time this season
along with Austin Peay’s senior center
Joe Williams.
Domercant scored 55 points and
grabbed 13 rebounds in
the Panthers two wins
over Murray State and
Tennessee-Martin last
week. Domercant is the
nation’s second leading
scorer, averaging 24.8
points per game. The         
sophomore forward record-
ed a double-double with
29 points and 10
rebounds against the
Skyhawks. Domercant
shot 58.8 percent from
the field for the week and
50 percent from three-
point range.
Domercant also cur-
rently ranks 10th in the nation in three-
point shooting.
Williams scored 44 points and pulled
down 24 rebounds as Austin Peay beat
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State on
the road. Williams shot an impressive
82.6 percent from the field for the week.
Henry
Domercant
Joe Williams
Eastern Kentucky’s Charlotte Sizemore
and Tennessee-Martin’s Kelly Pendleton
earned OVC Co-Player of the Week honors
for their efforts last week.
Pendleton averaged 26 points per game
and shot 57.7 percent from
the field in wins last week
against Tennessee State and
Austin Peay. Pendleton shot
63 percent from 3-point range
for the week. The junior
guard also had eight assists
and four steals between the
road win over Eastern Illinois
and the loss to Southeast
Missouri in Cape Girardeau.
Sizemore averaged 22
points for the week in which
the Colonels picked up two
home wins over Tennessee
State and Austin Peay. 
The junior forward shot
58.1 percent overall from the
field including hitting five 
three- pointers in the two
games. 
The 5’11” Sizemore had nine assists for
the week. She also crashed the glass for seven
rebounds while blocking three shots between
the two wins over the Tigers and Governors.
Kelly 
Pendleton
Charlotte
Sizemore
“The day I stepped out there, I was
straight out of high school and was a
state champion and thought I was a lot
better than I really was,” Kelly said.
“In the Marines, we had three for-
mer Olympians on our team, two
Olympic medalists and everyone was
really good.
“I think that really woke me up
and helped me realize that I still have
a long way to go,” he said. 
McCausland sees Kelly’s Marine
discipline as one of his best wrestling
attributes.
“His discipline from the Marines
definitely comes through,” he said.
“Whenever he gets in a pinch or a
bind, he’s able to get out of it with that
mind-over-matter mindset.”
Kelly said the Marines may have
had the most impact on him off of the
wrestling mat.
“I think the Marines really helped
me with my maturity,” he said.
“Coming out of high school, I had a
1.9 GPA and now I’ve moved to a 3.8.
“The Marines didn’t make me any
more book smart, but it really helped
me with settling in with things and
paying attention in class,” Kelly said.
“In the Marines, you can never miss
work and that has carried over now,
and I never miss class.”
After his four years of service
were up, Kelly wrestled at Harper
Community College in Palatine.
“I didn’t recruit him out of junior
college because he was married and
had a wife who was working as a
nurse in McKendree for 10 years and
obviously, I thought he would be
staying closer to home and had heard
he was looking at Northern Illinois
and the University of Wisconsin,”
McCausland said of Kelly. “He ended
up picking Northern, but things didn’t
work out for him there and we kind of
caught him on the rebound.”
Kelly said the reason he chose to
pick up and move to Charleston was
to wrestle for McCausland.
“The reason I came here, honestly,
was because of Ralph,” the senior
physical education major said. “I
liked Ralph and the presence he has
where if I have a problem, I could
come in and talk to him about it.
“A lot of coaches out there only
care about what’s going on in the
wrestling room,” Kelly said. “But I’m
married and have other things going
on and I know that if I have a problem
with my wife or something that I can
come to Ralph and talk about it
because he has a wife and a family
and he knows things happen some
times. Ralph has always been very
helpful and that’s why I’m here.”
After adjusting to Eastern’s sys-
tem and overcoming a painful injury
in which he herniated two discs in his
neck last year, Kelly is off to a solid
16-8 start this season including a big
pin at Northwestern Friday.
“At Northwestern, I really didn’t
know much about the guy and I’m
not really much of a pinner, but that
was a match where we really needed
a pin.” he said. 
“He’s a throwback,” McCausland
said of Kelly’s wrestling style. “I
wouldn’t call him a very technical
wrestler. I’d call him more of a grab
and grind wrestler but he always gets
the job done.”
Kelly’s goal now is to get the job
done in each of his remaining dual
matches, building momentum toward
his ultimate goal of qualifying for the
national tournament.
“If things go the right way and I
keep working hard and I’ve got all the
chips falling my way, I think I can do
it,” he said of qualifying for nationals.
“Wrestling in the Marines and in
junior college, I never really thought
this far ahead to my last year of
wrestling. But ending up my career
by going to nationals would be a great
way to finish
Cat
from Page 12
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La
rg
e
$5.
(Deep Dish Extra/$6.00 minimum for delivery)
Every Wednesday 
Carry-out or Delivery
Wednesday Special
Med
ium
1 Topping Pizza
99
99$3.
348-1626
EIUE
Homecoming 
Applications 
Available For The 
Following Positions
PARADE
KICKOFF
CORONATION
ACTIVITIES
PANTHER PRIDE
PUBLICITY
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
BOOKLET
ELECTIONS
SECRETARY
GET STARTED
GET INVOLVED
Pick up applications in the
Student Activities Center
Room 201
For More Info Call 5117
Wednesday = Ladies Nite
at ...
(vodka, rum, amaretto)
Plus $2  22oz. Lite Bottles
$5  Trop ii ca ll  P ii t chers
UB Lectures Presents:
The Art 
of KISSING
W ednesday,Jan. 24, 2001
8:00 p.m. Grand Ballro o m
A Multimedia Presentation by
W illiam Cane with 
demonstrations by EIU
students
Volunteers wanted
All demonstrators will receive
prizes and a chance to win a
Grand Prize Date Package.
Call Lynn at 5117 for inform ation
the daily eastern news
advertise with 
HEY YOU LOOK
advertii se
OIL, LUBE & 
FILT E R
MOBILE OIL
Lube (where applicable)
new filter & up to 5 qurts.
major brand oil. Most
cars. Special diesel oil &
filter extra. Call for
appointment. Redeem at
participating Goodyear
retailer. No other dis-
counts apply.
Free 21 pt. safety check
$12 95
3 4 5 - 2 1 3 0
417 Madison Ave.
ADVERTISE!
Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY 
But the sophomore forward shot
an uncharacteristic 1-7 from three-
point range for the nation’s 10th best
long-distance shooter.
“Boy, he really took some people
off the dribble, but they were very
quick defensively and switched things
up a lot,” Samuels said. “I think they
had Henry back on his heels for some
of those threes.”
Senior guard Kyle Hill continued
his consistent scoring ways, contribut-
ing 22 points while senior point guard
Matt Britton scored nine points while
recording 10 assists.
As a team, the Panthers, who have
shot at a staggering rate from three-
point land all season long, hit just 5-23
three-pointers while Tech hit nine of
its 20 attempts from beyond the arc.
“We shot the lights out in shooting
practice in the afternoon and the bas-
ket seemed like it was huge, but when
we got out there and the pressure was
on a little bit we missed some of
those,” Samuels said. 
“A lot of our three-pointers were
short and that’s a sign of being a little
tired and not quite having our legs
underneath us.”
The difference in the game may
have come on the defensive end as
Tech was simply more prepared to
defend the Panthers while Eastern
struggled defending the Golden
Eagles’ balanced attack, which
included five scorers in double digits.
“I think we broke down defensive-
ly at times,” Samuels said. “We let
them run the same play three or four
times for baskets without adjusting
and I think we were flat-footed on
defense.
“Not to make any excuses, but
they had a little more time to prepare
than we did, and they were able to
change up a lot defensively,” he said.
“That made things difficult and the
big jump shots just didn’t go our way.”
Shots
from Page 12
Don’t get me wrong, under the
right circumstances, there’s no doubt
in my mind Eastern is likely the best
team in the league. 
But after Saturday night’s loss, an
overwhelming factor in whether or
not Eastern wins an OVC
Championship became evident.
When the semi-finals and finals of
the OVC Tournament roll around at
Gaylord Entertainment Center in
Nashville, (that’s assuming the
Panthers take care of business the rest
of the regular season and in the first
round of the conference tourney) the
Panthers will likely grow tired of play-
ing two games in two days as it
became weary Tuesday night.
Tech,Austin Peay, Murray, SEMO
or somebody will likely shutdown a
combo of Domercant, Britton or Hill
or they’ll simply have an off night.
The difference in whether or not this
team has what it takes to make it to the
promise land relies in developing an
alternative threat when their backs are
against the wall and struggling.
Remember how the famous saying
goes, “May the best team win,” not
the team with the best streak shooters.
Last year, SEMO won the OVC
tourney because it was the best overall
team, and Murray lost because it
became to dependent on senior guard
Aubrey Reese who was absolutely
shut down in the championship game.
In the end, the key to the Panthers’
season will likely lay in the hands of
those who come off the bench or the
big men, who have done a great job
defensively and on the boards, not in
the shooting touch of Hill, Domercant
or Britton.
Then again, Domercant or Hill
could fly off the hook to score 55  and
carry Eastern to a championship and
then you all could just laugh at me.
Ruthhart
from Page 12
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Congratulations to the ladies of Sigma Sigma Sigma
on receiving 3rd in grades for fall 2000
$1.00 Heineken Drafts
$1.50 Rolling Rock Bottles
Wacky Wednesday at  
DJ 9PM - 1 AM
Friends
&Co
EVERY WEDNESDAY
OPEN MIC
509 Van Buren    345-2380
* Starts at 10:00
* bands and 
individuals
welcome
* free!
Labatt Blue
bottles only $2.00
COPY EXPRESS
We’re more than just  copies
COPIES 
As low as 2.3¢
FULL COLOR COPIES
35¢         8 1/2” X 11”
55 1/2¢   11” X 17”
FAX SERVICE
TYPING/RESUME SERVICE
TRANSPARENCIES
LAMINATING 
PLASTIC ENGRAVED SIGNS
BINDING
Plastic Ring
Thermal
BANNERS
Phone 581 - 3820 Fax 581 - 7064
8am - 10pm M-TH 8am - 5pm Fri.
12 noon - 4pm Sat. 4pm - 10pm Sun.
BEST DEALS
DINING & ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE
JANUARY 25th...DON’T MISS IT!!!
S o m e t h i n g  N e w
E v e r y  W e e k !
UB COMEDY SHOW
Rathskellar at 9:00pm
Friday January 19th
Refreshments and Giveaways
Featuring 
M I K E SIEGEL
Loveline show before Comedian
Tech continues perfection
Bill Ruthhart/ Staff photographer
Senior guard Portery Scott works around Murray State’s Kerri Shields.
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
Tennessee Tech’s women’s bas-
ketball team forced Eastern to
another mediocre performance as
the Golden Eagles maintained
their perfect 4-0 Ohio Valley
Conference record with Tuesday
night’s 69-55 win.
The Panthers (4-12, 0-5) battled
their way through the second half
to a 10 point deficit with five min-
utes to play. 
The Golden Eagles (11-4, 4-0)
broke away, however, and captured
their seventh straight win while
Eastern slides into an eight game
hole.
Eastern struggled to a 37.3
shooting percentage while the
Golden Eagles’ 51.9 percentage
from the first half led them to an
overall 45.5 shooting percentage.
Down 35-26 at the half, Eastern
saw the same offensive play in the
second half with a 34-28 deficit for
the second half.
Tennessee Tech’s Janet Holt,
NCAA’s fifth leading scorer, dom-
inated the game with 26 points and
followed through with 13
rebounds, her eighth double-dou-
ble of the season for an OVC high.
Holt went 11-for-22 in field goals
and 4-for-5 behind the charity
stripe.
Teammate Rachael Gobble
came through with 16 additional
points and six rebounds.
Eastern had help from senior
guard Renee Schaul and freshman
center Pan O’Connor, both con-
tributing 13 points on the night.
Schaul finished 3-for-7 long dis-
tance while freshman guard
Lauren Dailey added two more
three-point shots.
On the defensive end, senior
forward Angie Russell continues
to lead the Panthers with eight
rebounds. 
Eastern was still out rebounded
by Tech 40-32 and fell within one
turnover of Tennessee Tech’s 21,
committing 20.
The Panthers return home to
host Southeast Missouri Saturday
at 5:15 p.m. in Lantz Gym. 
The Otahkians fell to Tennessee
Tech with a 79-78 overtime loss
Jan 9.
BORED???
Don’t miss the Dining and
Entertainment Guide that comes out
January 25th!
3.49 - 3.0
Kristin Bakota
Chrissy Bartz
Brandy Brenwall
Jill Cheney
Megan Dunlap
Sara Fergus
Val Gallt
Jennifer Giglietti
Melissa Gornick
Kim Grinnell
Emily Grudzinski
Carly Houston
Kathy Johnson
Karen Kalicki
Jackie Keller
Kara Kessel
Jennifer Lee
Julie Leonaitis
Shelly Manning
Amber Ninow
Stephanie Schwenk
Tara Williams
Lisa Yoshino
3.99 - 3.5
Jamie Beusse
Katie Cavaretta
Jen Galligan
Traci Gamblin
Adrienne Gedvilas
Shana Harbison
Meghan Hastings
Karen Hilofsky
Lindsay Hudson
Abigail Kolotka
Ana Kuhlmann
Shauna Lipe
Kelly Manning
Heather Manning
Krissy Miller
Shannon Partain
Angel Reincke
Katie Shelden
Kathryn Szalaj
Megan Weitekamp
Kim Wise
4.0
Adrienne Miller
Laura Schuchard
Brandi Stone
Amy Vedin
Golden Eagles stay perfect in OVC with win over Panthers
By Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
Mike Kelly is not a tradi-
tional wrestler. He’s not even
a traditional student. 
What Kelly is, is a tough,
scrappy 26-year-old ex-
marine, husband and 165-
pound wrestler who is off to
an impressive start in his
senior and final year of tak-
ing to the mats.
“He’s your non-tradition-
al student and wrestler and
he’s had a long and different
road to get here,” Panther
head coach Ralph
McCausland said of Kelly.
“He’s 27 years old and most
of the guys on this team,
with a few exceptions, are 18
and 19 and a few of the guys
call him coach Kelly because
he is so much older than
them.”
Kelly, who earned Top
Cat honors from the Daily
Eastern News  for his wins at
Northwestern and against
Wyoming last week, said
wrestling with younger guys
helps him on the mat and
challenges him on a daily
basis.
“This year I feel it more
so than before because we
came in with a young team
and most of the guys are 18
or 19 years old,” he said.
“That’s a big difference in
age and they come in here
and wrestle and run without
stretching and I can’t do that
and if I did I ‘d be pretty sore
for a while.”
The 165-pound high
school state champion,
national prep All-American,
junior college All-American
and two-time All-Marine
champion’s long and differ-
ent road began eight years
ago when he entered the
Marine Corps out of high
school and wrestled for four
years while enlisted.
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Panthers
show Clark
Kent side
Top Cat
Discipline on the mat
Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
Mike Kelly stares down his opponent from Wyoming Saturday in Lantz Gym.
Close, but no cigar
Henry Domercant, soph. guard
Posted a double against Tennessee-Martin
with 29 points and 10 rebounds, netting 26
points in Eastern’s victory over Murray
State. Also the nation’s second leading
scorer averaging 24.8 points per game.
See CAT Page 9
Renee Schaul, senior guard
Averaged 22.0 points per game last week,
breaking the 20-point barrier in the last five
games. Also ranks second on the team
with a 13.5 scoring average and ranks sev-
enth in all-time three-point shots with 64.
Louis Taylor, junior wrestler
Won both of his matches last week against
Northwestern and Wyoming. Remains one
of the Panthers top wrestlers and leaders.
Currently an honorable mention for a
national ranking.
Kyle Hill, senior guard
Scored 24 points, eight boards and three
assists against Tennessee-Martin and fol-
lowed that performance with 26 points, six
rebounds and five assists against Murray
State. Also made 6-of-11 treys last week.
Here’s who had a good week but didn’t quite make our cut for Top Cat of the week
Shots don’t fall, Panthers do
Bill Ruthhart/ Staff photographer
Senior guard Kyle Hill goes for a shot against Murray State’s Antione
Whelchel Saturday in Lantz Gym.
By Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
After its strongest performance of the
year Saturday, the Panther men’s basket-
ball team couldn’t hit key shots when it
counted the most, falling to Tennessee
Tech 86-78 on the road Tuesday night.
The Panthers (10-6, 3-2), who defeated
Ohio Valley Conference power Murray
State by 16 Saturday night didn’t have
e n o u g h
endurance to
knock off  OVC
front- runner
Tech (8-5, 4-0)
which hasn’t
lost since Dec.
17 and has
remained an
undefeated 5-0 at home.
“We had a couple threes rattle in and
out and had a couple of shots in the lane
that just didn’t fall for us,” Panther head
coach Rick Samuels said in a post-game
interview on WHQQ 98.9 FM. “And then
we didn’t have enough energy to make a
run at the end.”
One of those big threes that rattled in
and out was Matt Britton’s three-point
attempt after Golden Eagle sophomore
guard Brent Jolly had hit a three to put
Tech up 73-69. After Britton’s miss, Jolly
hit another three to put the Tech up by
seven.
A Britton three got the Panthers back to
within four, 78-74, but by then Eastern was
simply out of time as Tech hit free throws
down the stretch to pull out the eight point
win.
The Panthers managed to tie the game
at 37 going into the locker room, but
Samuels said the lack of recovery time
from Saturday’s game along with the
extended amount of time Tech had to pre-
pare for Eastern factored into the loss.
“It was a good basketball game and we
battled and battled and got the game tied at
halftime, but it was an uphill battle the
whole way,” he said. “They threw a lot of
bodies at us out there and that’s something
we couldn’t match them with.”
Henry Domercant led the way for the
Panthers finishing with a double-double of
31 points and 10 rebounds. The game
marked the fifth time this season
Domercant has scored over 30 points and
the ninth time he’s broken the 25-point
plateau. The nation’s second leading scor-
er moved his points per game average to
25, shooting 13-24 from the field. 
But the sophomore forward shot an
uncharacteristic 1-7 from three-point range
for the nation’s 10th best long-distance
shooter.
“Boy, he really took some people off
the dribble, but they were very quick
defensively and switched things up a lot,”
Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
e-mail: cubrr2@pen.eiu.edu
Extra Innings
After the Panthers’ 16-pointthumping of Murray State atLantz Saturday night, I was
pretty convinced that it would take an
outstanding effort for an OVC foe to
defeat Eastern.
But after Tuesday night’s 86-78
loss to Tennessee Tech in
Cookesville, the Super Panthers
showed their Clark Kent side.
Eastern, obviously worn out from its
physical game with Murray Saturday
night and a long 7-plus hour bus trip
to Tech, showed its human side.
The Panthers’ greatest team scor-
ing threat, the three-point shot was
kryptonic for most of the night as
Eastern shot an uncharacteristically
low 5-23 from three-point range. 
While the nation’s second leading
scorer, Panther forward Henry
Domercant, still cashed in for 31
points, he hit just 1-7 threes down
from his 10th in the nation 50 per-
cent-plus average. 
Senior guards Kyle Hill and Matt
Britton were also down from their
three-point shooting averages with
each making just 2 of 8 three
attempts.
In a post-game radio interview,
Panther head coach Rick Samuels
used words and phrases such as “flat-
footed,” “tired,” and “not enough
energy” to describe Eastern’s play in
the road loss. And its completely
understandable why the Panthers
would be so worn down for a game
against a team who remains undefeat-
ed at home.
As Samuels pointed out, Tech had
plenty of rest, time and bodies to
defend the worn down Panther scor-
ing threats. While Domercant still had
a strong night, making 13-24 from the
field, Britton and Hill were shut down
as the senior guards were 3-12 and 6-
16 from the field, respectively.
Following Saturday’s win, I real-
ized that under the right circum-
stances–with rest and at home – the
Panthers are an extremely difficult
team to beat. But the other question
that entered my mind was what hap-
pens if some or all of Eastern’s big
three in Domercant, Hill and Britton
has an off-game or, even worse, gets
injured. 
I think that question was partially
answered Tuesday night. It’s obvious
that Domercant, Hill and Britton can
all shoot the lights out of an arena, but
all shooters are human and sooner or
later they have an off-night and miss.
The Panthers showed just how depen-
dent they are on the shooting of their
‘Big Three’and particularly the three-
point shooting of their top three scor-
ers.
Men’s Basketball
86
78
Panther senior
Mike Kelly
named Top Cat
Editor’s note: Top Cat is a
weekly series taking an in-
depth look at Eastern’s top
athlete from the previous
week. Winners are selected
just once.Selection is made by
the DEN sports staff.
See SHOTS Page 10
See RUTHHART Page 10
